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MANY different opinions prevail in the world as towhat constitutes'.the gentleman. A Chinaman thinks no one a gentleman who cannot
afford to let his nails grow to a preposter011s length, as a proof of
his making no use of his hands, and the Pekin swells consider that
the longer the nails the finer the gentleman. An Abyssinian chief
ranks as a great gentleman when he has contrived to fatten his
wife - with rancid butter and sweet-meats till she has reacheg.
dimensions incompatible with locom?tion. The high-caste Hindoo
'considers no one a gentleman save the proud Brahmin who would
rather die than condescend to cook his own dinner, or even eat it
after the shadow of a passing infidel had defiled it. But without

."J going out of England, we have, eveIl""here, different notions as to
what a gentleman is or should be. Some people would p1:obably
tell us that a gentleman is a smooth faced, regular featured indivi.

;. dual, very particular about the parting of his hair, the vir'gin purity.f his -kid gloves, the glossy brightness of his boots; physica.1lya
" rerfect tailor's block, and intellectually a diluted Lord Dundreary. '

Others again would tell us that just as ''poe~a nas,.citur not fit," so
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also the gentleman is not made such by adventitious circumstances,
by education and the social atmosphere in which he lives, but that
he alone is a gentleman who can trace back his pedigree to the
Norman Conquest and has small hands, small feet, but a long face
and a still longer nose.

A man however, whether high-born or low-born, whether artisti.
cally dressed or heedless of fashion, may be a "howling snob", if
his demeanour be obtrusive, his tone loud and self-asserting. To a
certain extent the letter H is now the "Shibboleth" of gentility j

whosoever can say" Why hop ye so ):A.l!~!ills", without omitting
the proper aspirations, may be considered to have passed success
fully the preliminary examination. He may be a snob still; but
the presumption is that he is a gentleman. Just as a man, who,
after wine, can pronounce the sentimental expression" truly rural,"
is generally admitted to be endowed with the virtue of sobriety.
But who has not known many a man possessed of a very delicate
mind whose bearing and conversation are decidedly gentle, who yet
is weak in the letter H; and on the other hand who has not come
across a gentle-born specimen, correct in his aspirations, but a
"snob" in his daily life and general deportment?

The affectation of a tone that is not natural, the bold assumption
-of a social status which is not his own, "bumptuous" assurance and
"loud" manner and dress characterise the snob; just as much as
retiring ways, quiet demeanour, natural and unostentatious manners
mark out the gentleman. He who i.s natural in walk and conver
sation, and gentle and courteous in all his ways, is a gentleman in
the hiO"hest sense of the word. For we must not o\erlock what

b

the word really signifies: a gentleman is simply a man who is
gentle; a man who, be he ever so brave and ever so learned, yet is
unassuming and is kind j a man "who does not boast nor behave
himself unseemly". Anyone who is the contrary of this, who is
puffed up with vanity and tries to appear better or greater than ~e

really is, anyone who effects a tone and knowledge that is not hIS
own/ anyone whose costume is out of keeping with his stllltioll/ or
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offensive through display of gaudy colours and profusion of jewel
lery is "ipso facto" a snob, be his nose ever so long and his pedigree
ever so Ko rman.

All affectation is "snobbish", but none more so than the affecta
tion of familiarity with the great ones of this earth. It was the
practice of University snobs, a few years ago, to speak of the heir
presumptive to the English crown under the familiar appelation of
"Wales" ; they had met " Wales" at the "Varsity"; they were at
College with " Wales"; they had driven in a dog-cart that had been
used by" Wales" j nay, they had worn one of Wales' cast-off neck
ties! One has also heard of School snobs who affected a tone and
independence unsuited to their age and position j they knew all the
winners of the Derby by name, and the pedigree of the favourite
horses; they made up their betting books and affected to gamble

> on a large scale j their conversation was as horsy as if they belonged
to the tuif. But this is a rare off-shoot of the snob genius:
snobbism does not thrive at school; it finds there no congenial
soil; boy-nature is essentially high minded, ingenuous and noble;
it snuffs out with a high hand all affectation of grandeur; snobs
meet with no quarter and they must be snobs to the back-bone,
irrevocably snobs, who can go throngh the fiery ordeal of a public
school and retain their self-conceit and priggism.

A snob is but a living sham, and as such supremely contemptible:
he may be a vulgar one, a blustering "swell about town", loud and
obtrusive; or he may be a starched and scented one, well-cOI!J-bed
and fashionable, a drawing-room dandy given to whispering soft
nothings into ladies' ears j but in either shape he is a sham, an
unreal thing, not worthy the name of a man, still less that of a
gentleman. Who would not prefer the blunt honesty of the plain

man, who speaks the truth simple and unadorned, even should he ""
murder the letter H, to the affected "haut ton" that drawls out its

-I, "words or mouths its sentences and talks vapid twaddle for effect?? " (f", t:

Away with the snob, he is not the fellow for us; we want truth.
fulness; we want a fellow to be what he appears and to appear
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what he is. Let that be his chief virtue and we shall dub him a
gentleman. Our standard is no new one after all; for a wise
ancient has put it in words better than I can find: "It is virtue,
yea, virtue, gentlemen, which maketh gentlemen, which maketh the
poor rich, the strong weak, the simple wise, the base-born noble".

NE;\ro.

OF great men there are two classes, men of thought and men of
action. To the first class belong philosophers, men of science and
art; to the second statesmen, warriors and reformers. Of course
this is only a general classification, for neither thought without
action nor action without thought can produce a really great man.
This division however will be found in the main pretty accurate.
Of the latter class, men of action, the subject of our present essay
is one of the greatest examples. In every way was he a great man,
both in his yirtues and in his faults; for it is impossi~le to deny
that he had faults and great ones too; but still I think if we
consider 1110re closely his character, we shall find the good far pre
dominating oyer the bad. The claims of Luther have often been
rather slighted, people alleging that whilst others began the great
work of the Reformation, and bore the brunt of the toil and labour,
he stepped in and got the reputation of being the chief instrument
in the work, whereas he was only a secondary one. We do not
wish for one moment to detract from the claims of such men as
'\Vyclif, or Huss, or Jerome of Prague, or Sayonarola; great and
noble men doubtless were they, and rose up manfully and fought
bravely against the errors of the times. But it was reserved for
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Luther to finish that buildinO' of which they had but laid the found-o •

ation stones. Martin Luther was born in November, 1483, at
Eisleben, in Saxony. His father was a miner at the time of Martin's
birth, but with one element of superiority, his love of books. By
the time 3Iartin is olu enough to go to school, he has raised himself
by his industry and intelligence, to the possession of an iron
smelting house at Mansfeld, and aimed at the dignity of Town
Councillol'. His love and admiration of learning still remain and
he determines to make his son a great scholar, and accordingly
sends him to the best school in the town. Both his father and
schoolmaster are extremely seyere to J\fsrtin, and no doubt
this was in a measure needed, for from his earliest years we gather
traces of the wilful impetuosity of his nature constantly showing
itself by little bursts of temper. Till the age of fourteen he con
tinues at this school, and even in this period he has acquired a kind
of reputation for himself among his little circle of school-fellows,
as being something rather above and beyond their comprehension.
He is remarkable for his melancholy and love of retirement, ghost
stories and all that is supernatural have an especial charm for him,
his mind is stocked with all kinds of strange and mysterious tradi
tions. He is now sent to the school of Franciscans at Tradgeburg,
and here he partly supports himself, as was then the custom, by
singing and begging in the streets. But even with this help his
father is unable to pay for his lodging and schooling, and accordingly
he is taken away from this school, and sent to Eisenach, to a cheaper
Bchool, but where he shll goes as before singing and begging. Here
an unexpected piece of good fortul}e falls in his way: a burgher's
wife, U rsula Cotta, is struck with the intellectual and superior
look of the boy, and thinking that such an occupation is very
unsuited to him, takes him into her own house and treats him as
one of her ownfamily, he still attending the same school. Under
the influence of such kind treatment his heart begins to expand,
and he is as cheerful and happy as any other boy, though there is still

an under current of superstition and reverence for old traditions and
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stories. But his father is determined he shall become a great man,
and though he has to undergo all manner of privations to support
the expense, sends him to Erfurth, then the most celebrated C01lege
in Germany. Here Martin reads hard and distinguishes himself,
but his reading brings on a dangerous illness. When recoyered
from this he is mace J\Iaster of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy,
and even at this age, (twenty,) is appointed to lecture publicly in
Philosophy. But a change has come over Luther; his illness has
made him sadder and more thoughtful than before, and he listens
with little attention to the ambitious projects and hopes of his
family, with whom he spends his vacation at Mansfeld. And no\y
comes the turning-point in his career. He sets out with a friend
to return to Erfurth, but within a few miles of the city he is over.
taken by a violent thunderstorm, and his companion is struck dead
at his feet. One can imagine the effect this would have on a
sensitive mind like Luther's, ever ready to take a supernatural view
of things. It seems to him a direct message from heaven, remorse
takes possession of him, and he thinks there is only one way of
escaping from the just anger of Heaven. Accordingly he calls his
friends together at supper and announces to them his fixed resolve
to quit the College, and that yery night, the 17th of August, 1505,
he enters a Monastery of the Augustines close by and vows him
self a Monk. This step as one can well fancy, was anything but
pleasing to his father. That he should have suffered so much
privation to scrape together enough money to give his son a good
education, and that now all his ambitious pr~jects should be over·
thrown by this foolish step. He at once renounces him as his son.
But poor Martin soon begins to find that the Monastery is a far
different place from what he had pictured to himself; where he
hoped to find peace and piety he finds little but petty jealousies
and quarrels. He cannot help showing openly his disgust and
accordmgly gets extremely disliked by the other Monks. They
treat him with great harshness and make him perform all the
menial offices in the Monastery, and send him forth to beg in the
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streets. But he bears all cheerfully and manfully, thinking it his
proper duty. At length the University intercedes for him, and his
work is considerably lightened. He now betakes himself to study
to satisfy the cravings of his insatiate mind. In the library he
finds a Bible fastened to the reading desk, and to this he gives his
whole attention, passes whole days in studying it, and has to do
all kinds of penances. But in spite of this he goes on reading
even harder than before, and especially the writings of S. Paul.
His mind becomes a perfect chaos, he knows not what to believe.
All those doctrines and dogmas in which he has been so carefully
brought up appear overthrown, but he has nothinO' to take their

t>

place as yet, he longs for some one to pour out his inmost soul to,
but all the monks are against him. By degrees light begins to
break, but at first only through clouds. How can he give up all
his old beliefs and superstitious formalism? But then these writings
that he is studying so earnestly seem to point to something higher
and better. And so the struggle goes on, and body as well as mind
is really worn out, when fortunately the provincial of the order,
Staupitz, comes to the Monastery. He notices this singular, melan
choly, sad-looking man, and begins to make enquiries about him, and
finds that Luther is going through much the same struggle that he
had, many years before. The two converse freely andStaupitz
expounds to him the great doctrines of the Gospel, and on leaving
the Monastery gives Luther his own Bible. Luther continues his
studies of it oven more zealously than before, and ;the light begins
to shine more clearly; but his mind is still restless and disturbed.

>, This continued perplexity nearly kills him; in his sickness he
he is attended by an old monk who gives him much spiritual advice
and comfort, and Luther arises from his bed a happier as weli as a.
wiser man.

He has now been in the l\Ionastery two years and the time draws
on for his Ordination as a Priest. He is anxious to be be reconciled
to his father, and accordingly writes to ask him to be present at
his Ordination. John Luther whose heart has been much softened
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lately, by the loss of two sons, is only too happy to come, and an
affectionate reconciliation takes place between the two. Luther is
ordained, and soon his old friend Staupitz recommends him to the
Elector :Frederic, and he is appointed to a Professorship at
Wittemberg Univcrsity. At first he lectures on PhiloRophy, then
on the Psalms. Here the mind of Luther begins to reveal itself,
his lectures are full of life and force. Crowds of students come
to Wittemberg merely for the purpose of attending his lectures.
Re seems to his hearers to reveal his very heart, and they all become
infected with his earnestness. Staupitz appoints him to preach at
the Church of the Augustines in the town, and here he acquires
such fame, that the town Council choose him to preach in the lar
gest Church in the place, and the Elector himself comes sometimes
to hear him. But now an eveut happens which turns his path in
life. Re is sent on a mission to Rome. As he journeys he becomes
first surprised then digusted at the corruption into which the
Churches by which he passes have fallen; he determines to make
it known to the Pope, thinking that he will reform all abuses.
But when he gets to Rome he is still more troubled; there the
Churches are in a still greater state of disorder even under the very
eye of the Pope, and he returns after the accomplishment of his
mission disenchanted entirely of the spell that the holiness of Rome
and above all the Pope, had bound around him fr0111 his childhood;
a wiser indeed, but a much sadder man. On his return the Elector
makes him accept the degree of Doctor of Divinity, and pays the
fees for him. For the next four or five years Luther leads a com
paratively quiet life and occupies the groater part of his time in
studying Hebrew, in which language he had received some lessons
whilst at Rome, from a celebrated Jew, Elias LevitllS. He continues
his lectures and preaching just as before, only his sermons are full
of the doubts and convictions that his study of the Bible has
brought. Re begins to be looked on with great horror and indig
nation by orthodox Roman Catholics, and there is a great stir and
excitement in the formerly quiet town of Wittemberg.

In 1516, Luther is deputed by Staupitz to hold his visitation of
the :Monasteries instead of him. But his feeling w.i.t..h regard to
them has much changed since the time in which in his panic and
despair he had sought the retirement of the cloister at Enfruth,
and he returns to Wittemberg after his tour of inspection with
his convictions against them much strengthened. And now occurs
a circumstance which shows the heroic courage and devotion of
his character. A fearful pestilence visits Wittemberg, and almost
everybody flees. But not so Luther. He remains steadfast and
firm in his duty, and is night and day visiting the sick, evcr cheerful
and trustful, though almost left alone, until others ashamcd of their
cowardice in leaving their superior to breast the storm unsupported,
return.

In 1517, comes Tetzel with thc indulgences granted by Leo X,
not only giving absolution for sins already committed, but even for
those to be committed, a truly comfortable mode of dispensing with
penance and punishment, at least to the rich, who could afford to
buy them. Luther's indignation is at once aroused, and he denies
their validity; preaches against them, and placards on his Church
door ninety-five Theses, challenging refutation. It happens to be
the time of. a public Fete at Wittemberg and the town is very full
of strangers. A great stir is made, and the Theses are printed and
widely circulated, and an immense sensation is created. The
doctrines of Luther are spread already through a great part of
Germany and find very many adherents. But the fame of the
Theses has now reached the Pope, and Luther is summoned to
appear before him at Rome; but through a petition of his friends
he is allowed to appear instead before the Pope's legate, Cardinal
Cagetam, at Augsburg. Before however the time appointed for
the meeting, a Bull of Excommunication is issued against him.

Both friends and enemies try to dissuade him not to go to Augsburg,
the former fearing for his personal safety, the latter lest he should
prove victorious; but go he will in spite of all menaces and e.ntrea
ties. All is uproar at Augsburg; Luther remains there some time

U
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and then returns to Wittemberg and publishes an acconnt of the
conference, having before left an appeal to the Pope. He has SOon
another conference with a Papal deputy, Miltetz, and a truce is
agreed on, viz. that he will abstain from hostilities as long as his
opponents will do so too, and he returns to Wittemberg, intending
to spend his time in quiet and in studying especially Hebrew, and
here we will leave him for the present.

M-n-e.

GRECIA.

Far, far from here,
Beyond the i;loi.lllding fields of billowy sea,
Beyond where ocean laps the treacherous crags,
And sunken reefs and ledges vex: the main
And raise an angry surf along the beach:
",Yhere breakers rise in one vast sheet of foam,
And thunders shake the rock.bound coast of Spain,
A fortress crowns Gibraltar's beetling crags,
And rang's aloft a frowning citadel,
Perched high amid the airy clitfs, fit spet
From whence to keep the columns exodus.
Such then the ragged entrance. But within,
A stretch of curly sea expands to view,
And far adown the east horizon gleam
The shadowy snow-peaks of Sardinia's isle.
Behind, unfolds the sunny land of vines.
There breaks the sea in yonder crescent bay,
Where siren-maiden found a watery grave.
The turquoise ripple licks the harbour walls

All gleaming.white beneath the steaming blaze
Of golden noon: the moles of Ostia rise
Where Tiber creeps from Rome's emporium,
The noisy empress-market of the world,
And pours its full-mouthed volume to the sea'
That left Tifernum but a feeble stream.
Then far away extends the breezy foam
Of Hadria's toiling surges o'er the rocks.
The soft Italian clime now left behind,
The roar now dead of Rome's own monster-voico
Sce spread before thy visions' raptured gaze
There lies a pretty sea-girt peaceful land.
A land of crooked mountains tow'ring high
To their crystal summits in the clouds.
A land of Eden-all things, beauteous all
Of purple waters, pine-woods, snowy hills,
Of vine-clad hill-sides in the happy vales,
Of storied torrents rolling with the tide
Of classic song and past'ral melody.
While round, the gleaming isles of Cyclades
With milky cliff all dot th' enamelled main,
Oases in a waste of summer sea.
There all is peace, contentment and repose.
The summer-bloom hangs rich adown the lawns
And mountain ledges there toward the sea.
The spicy-breathing breezes waft away
O'er meads of flowery-scented loveliness
The perfumes of that fairy paradise.
There too, secure the fruitful vine prepares
And hangs her purple clusters, safe from frost
And parching storm-wind. There the laurel weeps,
And gives her waxen leaves to that dear sun
In whose fond light of love she pines away.
The bay, the meed of circling courses won,
Her fretted leaves with Eliau olive twines.
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There too the heaven-bedewcd narcissus bud
Distils its nectar-tear of crystalline,
And weeps for beauty's unrequited rose.
And there the silver myrtle, once so fond
To that reclining maiden poetess,
Her creamy flowerets opes to catch the dew,
As old time she accustomed. This the land
Of glorious Grecian sculptured symmetry
Of marble workings taught to take
By master's chisel all divinity;
But wanting of the GOD-inspired breath
To make the struggling sinews leap from earth.
The land of temples, priests, and cunning arts,
The land of glorious fathers, glorious sons;
A foe to leave for time all infinite
The legend of that pass Thermopyhe,
.And Marathon's consuming battle plain,
By every tongue in after ages lisp'd.
But northward-stretching, sea-retired and still
Is laid the pleasant land of Thessaly.
There winding, winding as a silver band,
The Peneus tracks his golden-gravell'd way
Through Tempe's violet-embroidered vale
In slumberous cadence 'neath the hollow rocks,
To waken echoes from the forests roar,
To nourish all the dusky colonnades
Of laurel-wreath and ivy-strangled oak;
To wash the blooming pastures with its wave,
And ring the amber-dropping wells again.
Till, foaming onward down its hundred falls,
The myriad-blending, deep-toned ocean's roar
Sounds from the distance. Then it hastes to join
With brimming current eddying o'er the sand,
The long majestic swell of violet sea

GREClA.

Where smoking storm-crests dril'e the lovely land.
But backward in that vale of happiness,
Vast pine-woods chequer all the mountain-side;
And sunny vistas change the gleaming glades,
And depths of forest arche;;; roll away,
Till fading in the distance, snowy hills
All fringe the horizon's purple-green display
And float a misty cloud of pearly grey
Piled wave on wave, a rocking sea of tops.
There too throughout the live-long summer day,
The landscape winks around in liquid neat.
The crocus, anemone, asphodel,
Embalm the hazy vapour-braided air,
And scorch the grass with flaming tongues of fire,
Far up the ledges hang in golden air,
While over soar the azure depths of blue.
As noon dies on to even, soon appears
The stilly, peaceful twilight's harmony,
With noise of sheep bells, late-returning flocks,
Of voices blended by their distant tones,
And sun-ward sailing, solitary birds
.All swiftly dropping, till a tiny speck,
Adorn the cloudless, amber sunset sea.
Then tributary mists rise up again,
And vapours upward slowly crawl aside
To wreath all night amid the pine-trees' hair,
.And float above yon dusky-freckled rock.
But through the verdure temples of the woods
Resound the dulcet strains of nightingales,
That through the liquid, calm, ambrosial night
Make throb the leafy aisles in silver light.
Thus all night long-till rosy dawn appear
To paint with dewy light the dappled skies.
Ah, Greece! all girdled with thine isle-speck'd sea,
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"The 1\orth" as a title to a paper has more" breadth of view"
in it than my paper deseHes. The objects I pla,ce befo~ me in it
are very humble as compared with that grand name. I can offer
no learned disquisition on "frost and :fire", glaciers or hot springs,
Celts or Cymri, nor yet do I propose a one-sided literary criticism
of Mrs. Gaskell's novel' North and South', but only a few rambling
words on one little section of North England, but that one compa
ratively little known, and yet of surpassing interest, and, to my
mind, of' bewitching beauty. English men and English boys now-a
days know more of Europe and also more of England than their
forefathers. Year after year, the Cathedrals are done to death by
amateurs in architecture, and the Roman ways by amateurs in
antiquarian lore; the ordinary tourist rambles through ,Vales, and
the secluded valleys of ,Vestmoreland have become the locus of
limited liability hotels, and the resort of pleasure-seeking Britons
from every quarter of the island. But there is one part of England
where the ideal tourist has not far penetrated, (and long. be its
freedom!) where there are dells hardly surpassed by those of
Cumberland and ,Vestmoreland, where waters rush in headlong
leaps as wild as Dungeon Ghyll or Stockghyll Force, where vales as
grand as S. John's lie buried amidst mountain craigs almost as
imposing if not so lofty as Scawfell or Saddleback. I propose to
say a few words to my southern readers of the West Riding of
Yorkshire.

I do not suppose that at any time the midland districts of North
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I would my weary limbs might rest with tllCe,
Forgetful of the winter land of Thrace,
Where ice-encumbered gorges choke the air,
And icy north wind sweeps far up the glen,
To where comes crowding through the open space
The glacier's azure-crevic'd crystal sea-,
Nor mindful of the dreary Scythian steppe,
To rest my aching, flow'ry-pillow'd head,
And there at last to end my days in peace,

TIlE NORTH.

THE NORTH.

"--Dell'!;: and true and tender in the X Ol'th."
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England ha,e been fa,orite resorts for the traveller; from the time
of William of Worcester to the days of Lord DufYerin and Lord
Ivlilton, the Englishman of adventurous spirit but narrow opportu
nities has found in the narrative of more fortunate If not more
enterprising spirits, a second-hand kind of that" travailc" which
Bacon calls "in the younger sort a part of education" both in
'foreigu parts' and nearer home. :From Leland and Camden and
Stukelyand Pennant and Dr. Johnson, whose names cover a period
ranging from the beginning of the 16th far into the 18th century,
the enquirer after places and people and antiquarian remains finds
abundant food for fancy drawn from England and Scotland and even
from the "Island of the Saints"; but though here he may learn much
to interest him on the antiquities of the southern counties and the
wild scenery of the Hebrides, there are glorious spots in North
English scenery that will hardly, I think, meet llis longing eye.
8cott, with his delightful novels so full of his enthusiastic patriotism,
has consecrated Scottish scenery along with many other things less
worthy of consecration. The silver-glistening English of De
Quincey, and the poems of W ordsworth and his confreres of the
lake school have added (if possible) to the natural glories of Cum
berland and Westmoreland by gilding nature with the associations
which belong to "holy poet ground." Wales lies within easy reach
of Western, Derbyshire almost forms a part of Middle, England,
but Yorkshire with its peculiarbeauties, its stern moorlands and deep
winding dales calls up other not pleasant feelings too prominently to
hold a high place in the heart of the "romantic traveller". Closely
packed working towns, dreary stacks of sooty chimneys, rushing
torrents begrimed with oil and smoke dashing past tall hideous fac
tories; democratic eccentricities, monster meetings, reform "demon
strations", "great facts", these are the delights associated in the
minds of Southerners with the name of the West Riding of
Yorkshire. When the conservative gentry of Dorset and Devon
hear the name of that distant, dismal region they think only of a
benighted population who can gape with open-mouthed belief at the

cant and humbug of a Bright or a Beales. When the philanthropist
turns his thoughts there it is b deplore the improvidence that makes
cotton famines so disastrous, or the democratic tyranny that makes
trade's unions so dangerous: if the peaceful southern Churchman
turns thither, he dreams of the chilly worship (if worship it be
called!) of dissent, or the bald and cropt ceremonial of sabbatarian
and puritanical churchmen, and if the southern traveller turns
aside from the great eastern and western highways to North England
to dive into the recesses of the West Riding, he thinks less of
the picturesque moorlands than of the grouse that dwell thereon,
less of the sheets of purple heather, and masses of grisly rock than
of his August 'bag' !

And yet our earliest real "romantic traveller" knew the beauties
of the West Riding. The poet Gray had "wondered at that huge
creature of GOD, Ingleborough"; he "stood shuddering" in the
chasm of Gordale and "thought his trouble richly repaid as the
impression would last for life". And I do not think he was wrong.
To suppose the West Riding a land merely of smoky, hideous
factories, the grimy abortions of 'practical' British mammon
worship, is about as false as to imagine its inhabitants a mass of cold,
hard, money-loving savages, dissenting fcom all that is essentially
beautiful in English life. It is not indeed a merry, Shakesperian,
laughing England, as they are not a smock-frocked, civil, and, we may
add, stupid peasantry: but if its climate is cold, and "dark" its hills,
yet those hills are grand, and that climate enhances their grandeur:
if its people are stern in exterior and stiff in prejudice, brusque
in manner and strange in tongue, yet in heart they are 'true and
tender', in character sagacious and 8incere. Al:out this country too
there hangs an CBsthetic atmosphere of the past, which breathes all
the sweeter from the contrast with the thicker breath of modern
Goth-and-Vandalism. If it is a land of mill and factory, of red
brick houses "all straight up and down", of 'Bethels' and '.Bethesdas'
with their dreary rituals, of pushing independence and vulgarpreten.

. tiousness, it is alllo the home of ruined calltles and venerable a1 b 3YS.
v
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of stately (though often mutilated) churches, and hoary halls still
tenanted by sons of sires whose deeds live on the pages of Engbnd's
history, and in the lays of her ballad poetry, and of wllich the weird
old walls are still the homes of a hospitality more hearty and informal
than that of any other part of Britain. There is little in the ,Vest
Riding not calculated to interest the thoughtful mind, whether it be
the beauty of the scenery, the peculiarIty and primitive simplicity
of the customs, the historical interest of almost every spot in it,
the antiquarian value of the dialect, the weird wildness of the
legendary lore, or the independence, prejudice, strength of char
acter, truth of nature, and warmness of heart of the ordinary type
of Yorkshireman.

The greater part of the West Riding-even in the districts
where mills and 'mill hands' are most rife-is a land of heather
and rock; but by far the most picturesque in its natural features
is the north-western corner. The high road from Lancaster to
Clitheroe, topping High Cross moor, and passing in a north.easterly
direction across the eastern mouth of Wyersdale, leads the traveller
through the strange and wild cleft in the :I<'ells, known as the
Trough of Bow1and. The track, for it is little more (after passing
:Marshaw Tower, at present a mere heap of ruins, and the mossy
" Featherbed" where sank two hundred years agone the cavalier
freebooter), scrambles now along the steep sides of towering crags,
now by the bottom of deep dells through which the mountain
streams run so freely in winter that wooden bridges, for foot
passengers, at one side or other afford the only dry footing to.be
had; here and there the path winds above patches of plUe
stretching down precipitous banks of rock to the bed of the
stream's now between giant hills clothed with heather, the haunts
of mou~tain plover and moor game, until suddenly the bubbling
"becks" from the moor tops unite in the broader swell of the Hodder
and the wide open valley of 'Vhitewell. I know no sweeter spot :~an
this. To true lovers of horses it is dear as the 'locus stanch of
Colonel Townley's magnificent racing stud, but to me the natural
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beauties of the valley surpass the attractions of even the "King
of Trumps" and "Kettledrum"! Seven hills stand round a broad
flat bason of emerald meadows, some of them black and rocky, others
green and clothed in whispering woods; far beyond the hills to the
south-west lie the venerable towers of Whalley Abbey, and the more
modern buildings of the Jesuit College of Stoneyhurst; passing
northward up thevalley the road leads us over wastes of moor,through
villages nestling here and there in a stillness and grandeur of a minia
ture Cumberland, until the eye rests on the leafy banks of the Ribble,
and the venerable church tower of Bolton. There are several
Boltons in North England; the one of which I now speak is dis
tinguished as Bolton by Bowland, from its situation in the district
once covered with the forest of that name. Bolton Hall-now
passed away, like many other of the ancestral homes of England,
from its original proprietors-was formerly the seat of the Pudsey
family. It has around it an interest historical as well as traditionary.
The Hall itself, like many others in the north, is small as compared
with the great houses of southern England, but though in size it
may be inferior, in interest it yields to none. Here after the battle
of Hexham, when the fortunes of the red rose were on the wane,
the unfortunate Henry Plantagenet, sixth of his name, found a
shelter from his enemies by the loyalty of his able adherent Sir
Ralph Pudsey. An old oaken box, some spurs and a single glove,
still, or at least not long ago, were visible relics of the unfortunate
King, bearing the Royal Arms and monogram to attest their con
nexion with their illustrious possessor. Here it was that the Pudsey
of Elizabeth's days escaped from his pursuers when almost arrested
for his illegal coining of money, by leaping-so says the legend-a
height of some hundred feet, I suppose, from a precipitous rock into
the bed of the Ribble and escaping to London, there to throw himself
on the mercy and receive the pardon of his illustrious god-mother
Queen Elizabeth. The traditions of Craven give the following na'ive
account of the interview between the maiden Queen and the guilty
Esquire. I quote the scene in the vernacular of the district premi-



sing only for unaccomplished southern ears that a = he, shu = sne,
whilst the odd-looking word eouet = anything. The dramatic effect
of the narrative is admirable!

" An a fell upon his knoos an a sed' Pardon! Pardon!'
"An shu sed' Wat ivvol' hast a bin aboout, Poodsaa P'
" An a sed' Pardon! Pardon!'

" An thir wir a deal spak for him, and sed a wir a roet gentleman, an it

dud'nt look laiko at a sud do eouet wrung.
"An shu sed' 'Veol thon, eouet, ooozu Poodsaa, but moordir.'

" An a sod it WIT nobbut coinin.

"So shu sed' 'Vaugh'-
" But shu teld him at a mood'nt mak ony moar 0' tillr Poodsaa shillings.

" An a dud n't."

Bolton Church is a venerable and beautiful pile, mauled indeed
by many years of chance and change, ignorance and bigotry, but
still containing much of interest to the antiquary, especially in the
tombs of the Pudsey family.

The road from Bolton for several miles has nothing of interest to
offer. But on passing through the village of Halton, the wild hills
of the dale country meet the eye. Ingleborough here just shows his
round flat top, whilst Pennyghent, as is his wont, still hides himself
behind the fronting hills, but the scaurs of Attarmire rising above
the little town of Settle stand out sharp, clear and jagged, while
the round cone of Ryeloaf tops the moors above Malham. In the
immediate foreground are the woods of Halton Place laughing down
the hill side to curving Ribble and on the opposite banks cluster
the copses of Hellifield embossoming their old ivy-covered 'Peel.'
Hellifield Peel is a remarkable old tower. Modern improvements,
whilst rendering it a comfortable English home, have hardly injured
its picturesque antiquity. The country here is rich in old Halls,
formerly residences of powerful families, now, for the most part,
though still shewing signs of whilome grandeur, changed to modern
farm buildings j amongst them is chiefly noticeable Wigglesworth.
This, I believe, was at one time the seat of the ancient family of
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Hamerton. The ups and downs of troublous times, ending in the
disastrous defeats of the Royalists in the Parliamentary wars of
the 17th century, gradually diminished the possessions of this
ancient house; and Hellifield Peel, once, I fancy, a mere outlying
tower or eastlet (which is the meaning of the name) intended, like
many similar buildings, as a place of safety against the freebooters
of the Scottish border, became after the revolt of Sir Stephen
de Hamerton in Henry the VIIIth reign, the residence of the family.
In former times this old tower must have been the scene of many
a strange affray. Not long ago, Professor Kingsley amused me
much by a picturesque narrative of the defence of the Peel, by a
warlike dame of the race, against an obnoxious husband, drawn
from some of that large stock of ancient English family history, in
which he is so extensively versed. Traces are still to be seen of the
old moat, but the peace of a hospitable Yorkshire home quietly
sleeping amongst its quiet woods contrasts strangely now with its
former history. The walks across the moors from Hellifield and
Long Preston to l\:[alham are exceedingly beautiful. I shall never
forget the stillness of these moors in the late spring evenings,
broken only by the cries of the mountain plovers and the wailing
notes of the curlew. The views here are magnificent. Far to the
right stretch the moors above Skipton and Bolton Abbey, and far
ther still the dreary line of Fells above Keighley (pronounced
Keithley), immortalised now in English literary history as the home
of Currer, Ellis and Aeton Bell; on the left rise the hills of the
dale country, behind the fir crowned' Haw' of Hellifield with its
quiet village below, and the straggling line of Long Preston headed
by its venerable church and sweet peaceful vicarage buried among
mantling trees, and before, nestling beneath the moortops, the village
of Kirkby Malham, with its grey old church tower, in which church
could OliveI': (the familiar Yorkshire soubriquet for Cromwell) has left

.his mark in the old registers - j farther on is the chasm of
Gordale. I dare not venture to pause in description of that mag
nificent spot. Gloomy, towering rocks and dashing water"falls
mark it as one of the finest scenes in the West Riding.
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" Brignal banks are wild and fair
" And Greta woods are green."

I may not tread these endless labyrinths; for I am no writer
of a guide-book, and no words can tell the joys of wild Yorkshire

almost perpendicularly from the barren valley of Chapel-le-dale.
Barren it surely is, but to my thinking very grand, guarded on
one side by the long gloomy ridge of Whernside and frowned upon
on the other by the precipitous rocks of IngleborouO"h with the

o ,
ghostly sound of underground torrents which pour throughWeather-
coat cave, ringing in one's ears, with its solitary little church and
church-yard in the centre, almost the only sign that it is a haunt
of living men, the impression it leaves is one, if of desolation,
certainly of grandeur. I shall never forget the wild, weird look of
that valley one December afternoon some years ago, when with a
rather unwilling companion I explored its loneliness. From the
head of it, looking back we were fronted in the open between
Whernside and Ingleborough with the lurid crimson of a 'pompous
sunset'. Far away lay the country that stretches down to the
sweet Lune valley whose mouth is guarded by 'Gaunt's embattled
pile', below the stillness was only broken by the cry of a bird or the
bleat of a mountain sheep, while behind lay shrouded in gloom
the northern hills rising ghostlike in the shade,-gloomy indeed it
turned out for us, since we did not reach the hospitable roof of
the 'Red Lion' at Settle until after weary wanderings that winter
night over pathless moor, where there seemed little hope of any
end hut "on the cold flinty rock to lay down our heads and
joyfully (?) sing through the night! !"

But Chapel-Ie-dale, after all, is merely the outer vestibule of the
mysterious dale country,-King's dale, Dent's dale, and the beauties
of Wensleydale lie beyond, westward the peaks of the lake country,
north-east the long lines of moors of the North Riding, beyond
which far away the still valleys near Barnard Castle, where Tees
and Greta llleet and kiss, where

167THE NORTH.But the wildest scenery iu Yorkshire is still further west. The
little town of Settle, picturesque in its situation beyond description,
(especially as seen from the topmost brow of High Rigg),
forms a kind of entrance to this tract of dales. Ribblesdale here
begins to narrow in, and, following up the course of the stream,
between lines of jagged hills usually called scaurs in this district
one finds oneself soon frontingPennyghent. The usual character of
Yorkshire hills is that of long unbroken lines oflimestone, ridge join
ing on to ridge,but Pennyghent stands out at the head of Ribblesc1ale,
bold and compact as the most ideal mountain. Seen from the village
of Horton, it is quite magnificent. A gradual slope of heather
leads up at last to a precipitous brow encircled with a ring of dark
grey shale and rock. On the left, opposite him, stand the lower hills
of Mooton and Norbor, leading at last to Ingleborough; on the
Settle side of Ingleborough, at its base, lies the village of Clapham;
a rocky stream runs down the centre, lined with stunted oaks and
firs, and on either side the irregular village street with pretty
uneven, old, gray stone houses sometimes abutting on the causeway,
sometimes fronted with trees and gardens; at the head of the
village rises the old church tower, in its grey 'look of eld' belying
much the character of its deformed nave, an offspring of the dark
ages of the last century. Clapham seems to me one of the most
picturesque villages I know. I have never seen its rival unless
it be Wansford near Exmoor, or Enniskerry in Co-Wicklow, as seen
from the hill bv the gates of Powerscourt. The hills in the dale
country are lit~rally perforated with caves and 'Pot-holes'. Of the
former the fine cave above Clapham is the longest and best known.
It contains good Stalactites, but the crawling process necessary to be
undergone in order to see them is indeed a weariness to the flesh;
of the latter, Hull Pot and Hunt Pot on Pennyghent, and
Gapingale on Ingleborongh, are very wonderful. On the other
side of Ingleborough, that magnificent mountain shews to the
best advantage. The Clapham side is too gradual in its rise to
be really grand, but beyond he stands up bold and sharp, rising
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moors and northern winds to those who h~xe not wandered among
the hills and dales of the West Riding.

But the place of places in Yorkshire to my mind, haply in all
merry England, which least perhaps needs mention as best perhaps
known to southern travellers I cannot yet quite pass over without
a word or two. This is Bolton Abbey, imbedded, as it is, in all the
'long glories' of Wharfdale. Bolton Abbey is 'good all round.' Here
meet in perfect majesty all the splendours of wood and mountain,
rock and stream. From whatever side the valley is entered the
effect is alike imposing. I have seen it in sunshine and shade, in
the hot summer 'all golden afternoon', and the whistling winds of
winter, and in all seasons, and at all hours, it is of surpassing gran
deur and beauty. Coming over the moor sides from Kildwick and
Kirkstall the panorama of wooded valley and. rushing streams
topped by heather hills and centred with the hoary ruins basking
in the baking heats of summer, dazzles the eye with its exceeding
beauty. But to my thinking the time for Bolton is the l~te Autumn.
I remember well a long wintry wandering with a friend in bygone
times over the Fells from Settle to Bolton. The day dawned-if
dawn it could be called-amidst clouds and darkness and steeping
rain-and it can just rain in Yorkshire. We walked or waded
miles on miles over rock and heather, now skirting villages,. now
deviating from our track to visit an old hall where the renowned
'OliYer' had rested in his uneasy course, until by mid.day we found
ourselves near the home of the NortonB in the valley of Rylstone,
reminding UB of the great feud of the Nortons and Cliffords, and

of that day when
" A Royal army did go forth
"To quell thc rising of the North."

To pass straight across the great wall of moor that separates this
valley from "\Vharfdale on such a day at such a season were an act
of madness. So, taking a north-westerly direction and following a
cart track, we 'out flanked' the Fells and entered Wharfdale at its
westernmost end through the village of Burnsall. Before us lay

the:Warf rushing madly on, swollen by the Autumn rains, near
us on the right rose the venerable tower of Barden, recalling the
strange life of ' Lord Clifford the shepherd'-a peaceful retreat it
must have been to him before the days of Flodden, and many a
stout yeoman of Wharfdale, in spite of England's triumph, must
have ancestors of whom Elliott's sad song might well have been
sung. Along thoBe woods by Barden filled with many memories
of border legends, and many tales of the wild freaks of forest out
laws, such a song as that Scottish dirge seemed to me to apply so
well that it rang in one's ears and sighed in every wind. And,
remembering it now, I cannot help but quote it for those who do
not already know one of the most exquisite poems in Palgrave's
collection.

I've heard them lilting at our ewe milking
Lasses a lilting before dawn 0' day; ,

But now they are moaning on ilka green loaning
The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

At bughts, in the morning, nae blythe lads are scorning
Lasses are lonely and dowie and wae ; ,

Nae daffin', nae gabbin', but sighing and sabbing
Ilk ane lifts her leglin and hies her away.

In har'st, at the sheering, nae youths now are jeering,
Bandsters are lyan, and runkled and gray;

At fair, or at preaching, nae wooing, nae fieeching,
The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

At e'en, in the gloaming, nae younkers are roaming
'Bont stacks wi' the lasses at bogIe to play;

But ilk ane sits drearie lamenting her dearie-
The Flowers of the FOrest are weded away.

Dool ancl wae for the order, sent our lads to the border!
The English, for ance, by guile wan the day;

The Flowers of the Forest, that fought ayc the foremost,
The prime of our land, are cauld in the clay.

We'll hear nae mair-lilting at our ewe-milking:
Women and bairns are heartless and wae ;

Sighing and moaning, on ilka green loaning
The Flowers of the Forest are a' wede away.

But I must return to Bolton. We went down into the valley
bottom. The Autumn was fast passing into winter, but the groups
of woods down ill the sheltered dale, were f;ltill gloriou.s with crimson
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and gold; higher up along the hill sides the trees tossed their ,vild
leafless arms "caught and cuffed by the gale"; higher still the last
shafts of sunset shot along the rocky peaks, and lighted up the
lower hollows in farewell glories; while masses of lifting and lower
ing cloud swept, block on block, shroud on shroud, along the topmm,t
ridges; at our feet rushed the Wharf, dashing and foaming, till,
flinging itself into the deep narrow hollow of 'the Strid', it howled
and roared for liberty, rising so high as to hide the natural barriers
of the fatal chasm; below us, calm, gray and ghostly in the darken
ing twilight, rose the solemn, still, pale walls of the old Abbey;
and in fitful gusts, with an eerie, soughing sound, swept the winterly
wind, leaping from the Fell tops and dashing down the valley. It
was a gloaming fit for the 'Boy of Egremound' to wander in the
woods again, fit for the Ladyo Aiiliza again to mourn her lost
son, fit for the phantom Cliffords to leave the vault where, stark
and still, face to face with their foes, they stand entombed upright
in death. It was to my mind the time of times for Bolton; a
night to be much rememberedl

I ought, before I close, to say a few words on the inhabitants of the
district: yet how difficult to give anything like an accurate account
of their characteristics! To a stranger, the normal Yorkshireman of
the dale country must seem altogether a surly, rough, unintelligible
being. But this were a very false summing up of his character.
Rough and brusque he always is, sometimes surly, but not, I believe,
as a rule, intentionally or consciously rude. He is a creature
absolutely self-dependant; he relies on himself entirely and expects
others to do likewise; as is to be expected from such a character,
he is prejudiced, narrow-minded, and headstrong, in a remarkable
degree, mistrusting all untried modes of action, and rebelling
fiercely against all assumption of authority. From these charac
teristics arise grave defects, but they are combined with solid and
valuable qualities. If he is stubborn in prejudice he is also firm
to engagements, if he is rude and brusque, he is also singularly

devoid of pretence and 'humour;'. His resentments are lltrong, but

so are his friendships, he takes no one on trust, but when once
proved, he never abandons him. Hc is not given to dClllonstrations
of regard, and his affections are so entirely under control as to
render his conduct at times apparently brutal, but these affections
are in reality keen. and deep, as he proves when occasion requires.
"Strength of passions are", it is true, "often confounded with
strength of character", but still strength of character seldom exists
without marked defects as well as marked virtues. These latter do
not so clearly meet the eye of the stranger, whilst the former are set
out with a sort of parade; and so we find that taking him all in aU,
the normal type of Yorkshireman is endowed with mighty strength
of character. He certainly is fond of money to a vice, but then he is
thrifty and careful. Endowed with much physical strength, he is
often blindly insensible to intellectual power; and yet, he is never,
even in the lowest ranks, stupid, but often very intelligent and
thoughtful. He wants the genial manner and lambent wit of the
Celt, but he has the thoroughness and dry humour of his Norse
ancestry. Those who care to study this singular people, may find
many true pictures in Mrs. Gaskell's charming 'Life of Charlotte
Bronte', and still better in some of the powerful creations of that
wonderful woman herself. I cannot help thinking that J\'lrs. Gaskell's
description of the natives of Yorkshire is somewhat over-drawn
for the time of which she wrote, but in the main it is clear, forcible
ancl true as a picture. I have myself known instances of grasping
avarice quite as terrible as those she cites: I clearly remember an
old couple-a brother and sister-of a great age, tottering on the
verge of the grave, whose one idea was, to the last, the acquisition
of 'brass'. They had already, in younger clays, realized a large sum,
yet, when I knew them, they retired at sun down to avoid the
expense of candles, drank their pale tea without milk, and lived in
a hovel which they grudged a halfpenny to repair; all efforts to
induce them to come to church or chapel were alike in vain: and
yet the old man died leaving a considerable quantity of property in
lancl, and, I believe, several thousand in money. But this sordid
avarice does not geuerally strike one in the West Riding.
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The manner of life among these people, as might be anticipated
from their character, is remarkable for its cleanliness, simplicity,
and comfort. In the district I speak of, the houses are of grey
stone, generally with a barn at one end, the roof covered with heavy
stone tiles to resist the wild winter winds; inside they are pictures
of peace, a bright fire, a clean whitened floor, shining pewters on the
dresser, and on the ceiling racks from which hang long, thin, brown
cakes of riddle bread, this is what meets the eye: aye, and if the
visitor be known to the inhabitants, the welcome is a hearty one: I
know nothing more snug than afternoon tea in a Yorkshire farm
house, with the bright look of cleanliness and. comfort, and the warm
fire, and kindly welcome. And such good fellowship is not corrfined
to the lower ranks. I know no district to compare with Craven, for
the hearty, genial hospitality in the upper classes. It is not the
stately and formal conviviality of the south; but genuine, hearty
kindness. The country is not poor in handsome manor houses and
venerable halls. In my mind's eye I can well picture a typal one
of the latter. Like many houses in the district, it bears marks of
the Elizabethan and Caroline periods. A straight line of frontage
is flanked by venerable gables ofunequal heights; within, the oaken
floors and panelled walls point to a period before the 'Hall', properly
so called, was merged in modern passage and staircase, and the
elegancies of the modern drawing-room, reminding one that the
great 19th century has penetrated among these hills, contrasts
with the old spiral stone stair, and with the horns o.f sta~s, head~ of
foxes and cases of birds, which tell one that the mhabltants, hke
man; of their ancestors, are still "mighty hunters in the field";
without, a straight avenue leads from the square enclosure before
the door to the little by-road not a hundred. yards away: to the
right the hills flank it tall and grand, black with heather and rock,
coutrasting with the intervening green of meadows and .fir cop~es ;
while behind, the thick stunted woods rise close and wIld agamst
the sky. In the stillness of the Autumn evenin~s, viewed fro~ a
distant hill top, with its peaks and gables standmg clear agamst

the pale fading gold of 'second summer' (in Yorkshire known ag

't' back end'), it looks so calm and quaint and weird, it might be a
'lonely moated grange': but it is not that: only a venerable home
of many generations of stalwart Yorkshiremen, a~d now the abode
of kindness without affectation, and hospitality without display.

Did time and space allow, I might have illustrated my paper with
accounts of some of the strange deeds of these Yorkshiremen in davs
gone by; of the stalwart dame \~hose courage and constancy throu~h
one long weary night, aroused watchful terror in the indomatable
breast of 'ould Oliver' when resting in one of those antique ~ots:
I might have told. my readers of the odd ceremonials obser,ed at
Yorkshire 'Arvals' or wakes, and the characteristic customs in the
burial of the dead; and I would gladly have said a word or two of
one-now with GOD-who, in many respects a fair type of his
fellow countymen, showed me often, in his keen intelligence,
lively interest in great subjects, gentle kindness, earnest gratitude
for the slightest attention, and manly endurance of long and
excruciating torture, what real heroism, nobility, and depth and
truth of nature, are to be found in the natives of the West
Riding. Peace to his ashes! Obdormivit in Christo! And
peace to that land of babbling beck, and heather hill, of curtaining
cloud, and wailing wind; of antique abbey and hoary hall! Peace
too to the genial glow of its firesides, and the sterling goodness
of its warm true hearts!

K. L.
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ON POETRY.

W HA.T this thing is which they call poetry and what they mean
thereby, men do not consider enoug:h, and so it is that some relish
it not, and others judge of it too rashly. For poetry men should
the more enjoy as they better understand it. Unlooked for pleasures
have indeed their proper claim, but pleasures undefined, I mean of
which one knows not how or why they please, these ought not to
be looked for by reasonable men from a reasonable source.

This then we maintain, first that those who seek to suck the
sweets of poetry must fust ask what they are, lest either they
escape untasted, or else a flavour false and worthless be taken for
the true and wholesome. Nor need they fear to spoil their pleasures
by handling: for this is no comb to lose its honey by bruising, but
a made delicacy, as its name imports, of which the most exquisite
sweetness is withiu, a nut ",ith a kernel, a leaf whose sweetness we
draw by bruising it.

Nor doth the case of ancient bards make against this, who held
crowds and swayed them, as corn is by the wind, by narratives
about which, they that listened did reflect but little. For they
worked theii' charm partly by the mere sound and rhythm of words
(which is a power though not rational), and partly by their simple
music (as the ancient writers do mention, distinguishing the moral
effects of different melodies); and partly too they worked by their
action, which, said Demosthencs, is everything in eloquence. But
in our days these things are much altered. For poetry is to be
studied,-read, not recited-and not the senses only but the sense
is appealcd to. Generally it is true, I think, that poetry affects
us in a manner which differs not only in degree, but in kind, from
the ancients. "\Ye keep the name of poetry and the poems them-

selves, but the power of it is another. Homer moved the ancients
a~d he moves us, but moves not us as them, perhaps less, certainly
differently. And for compensation, if such is thought to be
required, we may remember that we have gained a whole school of
poetry, born of reason and philosophy, which they not only had
not, but could not have had, or delighted in. And in this direction
lies the answer of that question, whether what we call civilization
is a friend or foe to poetry.

To make an end then of this matter. If it be true that Apollo
woos Psycho through her guardians 'Nous' and 'Dianoia', it will
follow (will it not?) that to enjoy the muse or to criticise her, a
man must ask himself why or how she affects him, what thos~

charms are which he looks for in her: which many men are slow
to do whether from indolence or superstition.

And I will say too, that poetry lies rather in manner than in
matter,-not in the subject treated, but in the way of treating it.
A common error this and into which many fall. Thus one says,
" The interest of a work of fiction is derived from incident, of
poetry from the representation of feeling. In one the source of
the emotion excited is the exhibition of a state or states of human
sensibility; in the other, of a series of states of mere outward
circumstances": but to our thinking, there may be poetry in the
~anner of telling of outward circumstances; nor is every "exhibi.
tIOn of states of human sensibility" poetry. Is Homer not a poet?
Or, are his books not narratives of outward circumstances? Or,
shall we call the confessions of each unhealthy mind, the story of
each paSSIOnate love, by the name of poetry? Poetry there is, in
nature outside of man, poetry in daily life, poetry in work, poetry
in war, as well as poetry in the story of men's minds. He that
transfigures all is the Poet.

B.
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IN adverse times a mind serene
'Tis best to have; when trouble's past

Indulge not in unbridled joy:
For, Dellius, thou must die at last;

Whether in sadness pass thy days,
Or the more happy choice be thine,

To lie at ease in grassy shades,
And quaff the rich Falernian wine.

Why love the poplar white and pine
Their hospitable boughs to spread

With mingled foliage? Or why hastes
The stream along its slanting bed?

Here the sweet perfumed rose and wines
Enjoy with grateful odours now,

While time and the three sister's thread
May such enjoyment still allow.

For thou must quit thy purchased glades
1\ nd house, by yellow Tiber's wave;

AnJ all thy riches heaped on high,
'rh,:) Lair, when thou al.'t gone/ Ilhall kn-'e.

L, G. F.

ALL acknowledge the power of fashion, most deprecate it. The
current phrases relative to this word are very well known. " The
goddess of fashion", "the omnipotent and fickle deity", are terms
which newspaper writers have now made us tolerably familiar with. /'
But probably not all of us have realized that this word has a much
wider application than to the cut of our coat, or the pattern of
our dinner-service. ~lany would be surprised to learn that it has
power over even virtues and vices, to make them or unmake them,
that it can raise a class of men into high repute, or lower them
into disrepute, and, in short, on the principle that habit is second
nature, can accomplish greater changes in opinion than any other
force whatever. Early-rising, for instance, is now a virtue, and has
been one from time immemorial, though no one could produce any
authority for it if he tried for ever. Happily, we may now perceive
signs in the horizon of more liberal opinions on this subject, and
there is every chance that the pseudo virtue will, before very long,
be dragged down from the throne it has so unjustly usurped. The
only fear is that there may be a reaction too far in the opposite
direction.

Sabbatarianism is another of these counterfeits which owe their
existence solely to fashion, in the widest sense of the word. All
authority for this rigid obseryance has now been abrogated more
than eighteen hundred years, and yet there are millions of people
in this kingdom alone, who wo& shrink more scrupulously from
a suspicion of having enjoyed themselves on that day, than the
mo~t Pharisaical Jew, zealous for the obsenaDce of every jot and
tittle of the law.
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The power of fashion to make or unmake a virtue or a vice may
be "well illustrated from the customs relative to smoking and
drunkenness in England and Russia respectively. In the former
country, a drunken man reeling about the streets, is at once taken
into custody, but no one would think of molesting a smoker. In
Russia, on the contrary, people may be as drunk as they like in
the streets, but the smell or sight of lighted tobacco is the signal
for the police to be on the alert. Thus a habit which is viewed by
us with indifference or even partiality, is in another country a vice,
solely because fashion wills it so, for, of course, the law is mcrely
the embodiment of the state of feeling on that subject prevalent
when it was made.

Again, different phases of the same thing are viewed in very
diff'°J'ent lights, merely, as it would appear, in most cases, from the
caprice of fashion. The cabman who thrashes his horse cruelly is
imprisoned, and meets with no pity from anyone, while the gentle
man who shoots pigeons from a trap, for a wager, is thought none
the worse of for it. And yet the amount of pain inflicted by the
latter must be far greatCl', and while he can find no other excuse
than the love of pleasure, the cabman can often plead poverty and
privation as the cause of his cruel temper.

In the case of some of these examplcs however, it may be
ol,jectcd that we can hardly call that a fashion of which the causcs
are almost patent; for instance, that the Puritanical strictness in
the observance of the Sabbath, alluded to above, was a natural
reaction from the levity and irreverence of the CavalIers, and that
the opening of the Crystal Palace, and runnil,lg of excursion trains
on that day, is again a reaction from that. But it will be found.
on consideration, that there are vcry few fashions, howcyer trivial,
for which it is impossible to discover cause on closer investigation.
'Ten: was pronounced 'Tay' in Pope's time, from no mere caprice
of language, but because the word came to us through the French
o::iginality, and consequently, whilc the use of it was confined to
the upper classes, retained its pronounciation, but as it was

gradually extended to the lower strata of . t h. SOCle y, W 0 were
Ignorant of the French languaO'e the wo d t b

• •• 0 , l' came 0 e pronounced
as It was WrItten ill English.

To trace the origin and growth of fashions would d btl ., ou ess, In
many ca,ses be extremely difficult. Frequently no doubt th_ . . .. " ey may
be traced~to a pohtIcal constitution, or form of religion, which has
produced a state of feeling fitted to fosterthem. Or if the nature
of a government be such as to concentrate the attention of the
subjects upon one or several individuals, as is the ca;;i'n France
at present, many fashions will be set by the readiness of courtiers
to mimic over the whims of their so,ereign, and many more by a
natural desire not to run counter to his known wishes. Often
again, fashions are nothing but the result of the innate longing
for .change which exists naturally in all men. Geniuses are
proverbially unwilling to keep to the beaten path, and would-be
geniuses still less so, since mistaking that for originality which is
merely the evidence of it, their highest aim is to do every thing in
a manner exactly opposed to the manner of e,ery body else. Very
often however this habit is productive of good in the end. "The
deep slumber of decided opinion" on any point is apt to require a
somewhat sharp shock to dispel it. Especially is this the case
with regard to historical characters. For about nineteen hundred
years, it has been the fashion to consider Catiline as having reached
the highest point of human iniquity. This notion has now become
slow and stale, so a "white washer" arises at the end of the nine
teen centuries, and the end of it is that Catiline now takes a sort
of middle place between the detestation of the older writers and
the extravagant praise of the new one. It is owing to historians
of the present century who have resolutely withstood the prevailing
falsehoods, that we are enabled to conceive far juster ideas of
Henry VIII and Cromwell than our fathers did.

As far as comfort is concerned, there can be little doubt that it
is better to go along with the fashions, but if we are to believe the

philosophers of the present day, our duty lies rather in the more



thorny path of individuality, The aborrations of genius are
recognised and pardoned but if ordinary h cl I" ' um rum peop e are
selzed wIth a desire to do exactly the opposite to what could b
expected of them, in a given situat;on as :firr 1\'1'11 d' t th e., ~ , .Lt I Irec s ey
are liable to be mistaken for that class of pseudo g' 'hh ' - emuses, w 0,

aVlllg,sense enough to perceive that originality is a characteristic
o~ gelllus" haye not sense enough to perceive that its affectation
WIll not gIve them claim to the rank they aspire to.

THE glance of rotrospection over the pages of history cannot
but be mingled more or less with thoughts of the transitory nature
of all things. 'Wherever we open the huge volume of the past, 
we behold some great man, great city, or great empire, rise, flourish,
decline, and pass into cloud-enveloped darkness of final oblivion,-
a darkness,from which it is never to return; for in most cases.the
fall of what once was great is but dimly defined in the records of
history, nor is there any instance of the recoyery of a power from
a state of absolute destruction. 'Four mighty empires of world-
wide renown, have successively arisen, each on the ruins of·the
preceding, each to greater glory than its predecessor ;-each rose
by its virtues, then sank by its vices, vices brought on by prosperity
greater than what is good for man. The Romans believe'll in a -I

Nemesis, a Deity the avenger of all that was "nefas", who compen.
sated for too great .happiness by a speedy change. 2f fo~
greater and more ruinous, in proportion to the height of form.. .
prosperity; as Horace says, "eelsre graviore casu decidunt turres".l~1!.
And such au idea, if applied with proper limitations to the course
of history, surely does not seem preposterous, even to our more
enlightened ~deas. One after another, in countless succession,
conquerors have risen to glory almost superhuman, and have sunk
from the full blaze of renown into the dark abyss of misfortune
or of the gra,e. Instances of such fatality will be obvious to all
who are acquainted with history. In ~man story, Camillus
vainly thinks that he has eluded the Nemellisby a stumble,
but a few brief months pass, and ",e see him in exile. Marius
passed through reverses of fortune, more like nction than truth;
"exsilium et career l\1inturnarumque paludes, et mendicatus
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"icti1 Carthagine panis", all these he bore, after his glorious
Teutonic triumphs, and in the intervals of absolute power. Scipio
Africanus, who conquered Hannibal, and tumed the power of
Carthag'e, 'know we not how the ingratitude of his country moved
him to deny his bones to his thankless fellow-citizens? Examples
might be multiplied from all ages. Did not Alexander pass from
the height of glory, in a moment, to an untimely tomb? And
happy may he be called, in that he lived not to experience reverses.
Hallllibal, who once threatened Rome with ruin, perhaps the
greatest general who ever lived,-Hannibal died iu exile, forced
to poison himself to escape captivity. J uvenal alludes to the two
last-mentioned examples of the vanitif of glory. Vain ihdeed,
"vanity of vanities, all is vanity!" Is it not so? Not only with
men, but with empires. Where now is imperial Rome, the some
time empress of the whole known world, the glorious city of the
Cresars, the mother of Virgil, of Horace, of Livy? Have not
centuries, in their wasting, changing course, beheld how barbarian
tribes, once despised by the haughty city, humbled and laid low
its crumbling walls, and reduced its power to nought? Other
cities have suffered an even more complete destruction. BabyIon
the Gr€d is blotted off the face of the world, and its place is
hardly known. Niniveh has perished by the same destiJ:lY, according
to unfailing prophecy. Wherever we open the pages of History,
the same spectacle is presented to us in constantly recurring tales
of death and destruction j everywhere

" In outline dim and vast
Their fearful shadows cast
The giant forms of empires on their way
To ruin; one by one
'l'hey tower and 'are gone."

So has it ever been, through aU ages of tiJua~ the work of
desolation teaches us its silent lesson, forces upon our hearts the
conviction that"here there is no abiding place". As the powers of
old have had their time, and have, in their turn, passed away, so

must it ever be. We and our times are also, according to meritable


